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Abstract

Introduction. This review shows that Web information seeking research
 suffers from inconsistencies in method and a lack of homogeneity in
 research foci. 
Background. Qualitative and quantitative methods are needed to produce a
 comprehensive view of information seeking. Studies also recommend
 observation as one of the most fundamental ways of gaining direct
 knowledge of behaviour. User-centred research emphasises the importance
 of holistic approaches, which incorporate physical, cognitive, and affective
 elements.
Problems. Comprehensive studies are limited; many approaches are
 problematic and a consistent methodological framework has not been
 developed. Research has often failed to ensure appropriate samples that
 ensure both quantitative validity and qualitative consistency. Typically,
 observation has been based on simulated rather than real information
 needs and most studies show little attempt to examine holistically different
 characteristics of users in the same research schema. Research also deals
 with various aspects of cognitive style and ability with variant definitions of
 expertise and different layers of user experience. Finally the effect of social
 and cultural elements has not been extensively investigated. 
Conclusion. The existing limitations in method and the plethora of different
 approaches allow little progress and fewer comparisons across studies.
 There is urgent need for establishing a theoretical framework on which
 future studies can be based so that information seeking behaviour can be
 more holistically understood, and results can be generalised.
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Introduction

The Web has grown into a vital channel of communication and an important
 vehicle for information dissemination and retrieval, 'which is exerting power
 over the evolution and development of information-seeking behaviour' (Nahl et
 al. 1998: 57). Within this dynamic and vastly diverse searching environment,
 information seeking behaviour studies, focused on traditional systems, are not
 able to provide rich information about users' interactions when searching the
 Web. In addition, with users who are as heterogeneous as Web resources (Wang
 et al. 2000: 230), more detailed information is needed on the ways in which
 individual differences, found within specific groups of users, may influence the
 ways in which users understand, use this information retrieval medium and adapt
 to its unique characteristics.

To date the most popular method of examining users' Web-interactions has been
 through quantitative analyses of large sets of user-system transactional data taken
 from real online searches on the Web. These have been characterized as one of
 'the most reasonable and non-intrusive means of collecting user-searching
 information from a large number of users' (Jansen & Pooch 2000) and have
 informed in many ways the information searching tactics of the average Web
 user (Silverstein et al. 1998; Han et al. 2000; Spink and Xu 2000; Moukdad &
 Large 2001; Spink and Ozmutlu 2002; Broder 2002). Studies of a similar nature
 have also been conducted with smaller samples following longitudinal
 methodologies (Schacter et al. 1998; Choo et al. 1998; Large et al. 1999; Cothey
 2002). Another popular method has been the design of Web surveys of
 information searching practices and preferences of users. These however
 typically deal with hypothetical information searching situations rather than
 empirical investigations (Spink 1998; Hsieh-Yee 1998; White and Iivonen 1999;
 Vaughan 1999; Griffiths and Brothy 2002).

Although Web information searching studies can offer an informative insight into
 Web searching activity they do not allow for a more in-depth investigation of
 individual users. The full extent of the user's role is not elaborated because they
 are either based on anonymous samples of Web users or the involvement of users
 is minimal. Thus this type of research is not able to offer comprehensive
 interpretations of elements that are significant to the study of information seeking
 such as different information needs cognitive and affective characteristics and
 experience of individual users. What is lacking is the realisation that maximum
 effectiveness of an information retrieval system 'in producing information to
 address information needs could only be obtained with a detailed understanding
 of the conscious state of the information seeker' (Newby 1998: 4). Research on
 Web information searching is useful for examining behaviour and actions but is
 not adequate for explaining the factors and processes that have led to that
 behaviour.

Web user information seeking studies
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A more comprehensive picture of Web information seeking activity has only
 recently started to emerge through empirical studies that recognise the
 importance of analysing fundamental differences of users (Petjersen and Fidel
 1998; Hawk and Wang 1999; Hale and Moss 1999; Kim and Allen 2002; Slone
 2002; Rieh 2003; Choo and Marton 2003; Whitmire 2003). Research of this
 nature is referred to here as 'information seeking' as opposed to 'information
 searching' because it involves the examination of characteristics and differences
 that relate to users as information seekers rather than simply to the exploration of
 the information searching activity. However, comprehensive studies of Web
 information seeking are still limited, many of the approaches followed are
 problematic and a consistent methodological framework vis-à-vis the
 peculiarities of the Web and its users has not yet been developed.

Methods in Web information seeking research

Research in Web information seeking has turned to the application of qualitative
 enquiry methods which are considered as more appropriate 'where in-depth
 understanding of human actions is the primary focus' (Mellon 1990: 20)
 concentrating in more focused groups of individuals (e.g., students, children and
 IT professionals) and within a wide variety of situations (e.g., health science,
 education, everyday life and work-settings). Case studies, ethnography, grounded
 theory and Dervin's (1992) sense-making theory have been the most commonly
 used qualitative approaches (Hill 1997; Nahl 1998; Pejtersen and Fidel 1998;
 Fidel et al. 1999; Brown 1999; Choo and Marton 2003; Rieh 2003). Within these
 approaches, research stresses the need for complementary multiple methods for
 collecting data (or triangulation) with the purpose of overcoming any possible
 deficiencies, limitations and defects in overall method (Fidel 1993) and to
 increase theoretical understanding of the studied phenomena. As Banwell &
 Gannon-Leary emphasise, through the 'use of multiple techniques of
 investigation a range of datasets are being built up', which can allow 'analysis to
 be carried out of any gap which may exist between the expectations of service
 and the reality of that service as seen through users' eyes' (Banwell & Gannon-
Leary 2000: 191).

A combination of user observation in-depth interviews, diaries and 'think-aloud'
 techniques has been often used in Web information seeking research as a way of
 strengthening the internal validity of findings. In their study of the information
 searching behaviour on the Web of high school students Pejtersen and Fidel
 (1998) and Fidel et al., (1999) employed a qualitative methodology using
 observation and interviews. They found that students preferred searching to using
 a Web directory, relied on past successful search experience, used landmarks
 (safe and familiar Websites, that function as a starting point or as a point of
 return when users start a new search), performed swift and flexible searching and
 were generally satisfied with the results but impatient with slow system retrieval
 responses. In another study Hill (1997) focused on ten adults taking an
 introductory course on technology for education with the purpose of examining
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 the cognitive and metacognitive strategies-in-action that people use for
 extracting information from the Web. A pre-search survey, think-aloud protocols,
 audit trails, a post-search questionnaire and a stimulated post-search interview
 (that is, one in which video recordings of searcher were used to stimulate recall),
 were used as tools to gather information about disorientation, self-perceived
 proficiency, system knowledge and subject knowledge of users. It was also found
 that system and subject knowledge perceptions of disorientation and level of
 users' perceived proficiency affect the strategies used.

Limitations

Generalisability, representativeness and hybrid approaches

The objective of qualitative research is neither generalisability nor
 representativeness as the fundamental focus is on the depth and complexity of the
 researched phenomena. However, some researchers argue that generalisation can
 be useful when dealing with the Web environment and that we 'need both
 quantitative and qualitative approaches to be combined to produce both the
 holistic view and the robust data needed to triangulate and thereby validate data
 collected' (Banwell & Coulson 2004). Combined methods have been used as a
 way of rendering results more reliable and valid since they provide the benefit of
 examining complementary data by combining the generalisability of quantitative
 methods with the detail of qualitative techniques so that 'the two approaches
 richly inform each other' (Wildermuth 1993: 466).

Methodological diversity represents an emerging methodological trend in Web
 information seeking studies as it allows the possibility of combining smaller-
scale examinations of user information needs and searching with new data
 collection methods such as large-scale datasets of Web use (Turnbull 2003).
 Under these circumstances recent studies have started to show more interest in
 hybrid approaches with an attempt to surpass the rigid qualitative versus
 quantitative paradigm polarization (Wang et al. 2000; Choo et al. 1999; Holscher
 & Strube 2001; Lazonder et al. 2000; Saito & Miwa 2001; Moss & Hale 1999).

Combined methods can offer more accuracy and reliability in Web information
 seeking studies, but one of the limitations of this approach is the challenge of
 selecting the appropriate research sample balance between the two methods used.
 For a qualitative examination of a phenomenon the number of the participants
 (quantity) is not so important as the essence or ambience (quality) of the
 observation undertaken (Berg 1989); in quantitative research on the other hand
 the objective is to examine statistically a representative part of the population
 concerned so that valuable conclusions can be drawn about the properties of the
 whole (Webster 1985). When both methods are combined specific attention is
 required in order to ensure that a study is not conducted with a loss of sufficient
 quantitative validity or at the cost of qualitative consistency and depth of
 observation as it is appropriate for an exploratory study.
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However, methodological diversity has a short history in Web information
 seeking and is characterized by a lack of consideration in sustaining the required
 sample balance. In Wang et al., (2000), for example, the qualitative part of the
 investigation was overshadowed by the quantitative, as no interviews were
 conducted with the participants in order to illuminate further the information
 seeking process. In the study of Holscher and Strube (2001) there was an
 imbalance between the quantitative and qualitative samples used as the queries of
 twelve experts were compared with sixteen million queries of miscellaneous
 users. In Lazonder et al., (2000) seventeen novice students were compared to
 eight experts and the sample was again too small for meaningful quantitative
 analysis while in Saito and Miwa (2001) quantitative analysis of transition
 patterns was based on performed searching tasks of only ten participants.

A combination and integration of both qualitative and quantitative approaches can
 shed light on Web information seeking in a way that neither analysis can provide
 alone. As Patton points out 'qualitative data can be collected and used in
 conjunction with quantitative data... multiple methods and a variety of data types
 can contribute to methodological rigor' without 'absolute allegiance to some ideal
 standard of paradigm purity and methodological orthodoxy' (Patton 1990: 68).
 Nevertheless, real challenges exist in the attempt to merge the qualitative and
 quantitative paradigms in the same research project. Before embarking on a
 methodologically mixed study it is first important to consider that some of the
 criteria used in quantitative research might not be appropriate for a qualitative
 research design and vice versa. What is needed is a balance between the two
 methods so that neither is sacrificed at the expense of the other.

Observation and information needs

An important part of a user study is the collection of data gathered by direct,
 systematic observation of the users' searching behaviour. This method can reveal
 information that is not easily discovered by other techniques. As Bailey explains,
 when the area of interest is people's actions and not people's verbal expressions
 that describe those actions and especially when there are doubts about the
 validity of those descriptions then observation is a research method that should
 be seriously considered (Bailey 1987: 265). Further, according to Wilson, all
 methods are in reality ultimate substitutes for the fundamental method of
 observation as we either observe people and events directly or we ask people to
 inwardly observe their states of mind and memories and to report what they find
 there (Wilson 1990: 26).

Observation has been used as the principal way of gaining knowledge in Web
 information seeking research (Wang et al. 2000; Hargittai 2002; Jenkins et al.
 2003; Navarro-Prieto et al. 1999; Hawk & Wang 1999; Lazonder et al. 2000;
 Saito & Miwa 2001; Fidel et al. 1999; Pejtersen & Fidel 1998; Brown 1999;
 Choo et al. 1999; Choo & Marton 2003) and it may ideally offer an authentic
 picture of individual behaviour. However, one of the most fundamental
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 principles that make observation a means of offering a valuable insight in users'
 natural behaviour is the presence of real information need. This is because the
 decision to search for information is closely linked to types of questions that
 users face. Schneiderman et al., for example, have described information need as
 'the perceived need for information that leads to someone using an information
 retrieval system in the first place' (Schneiderman et al. 1997). Hence the presence
 of real information need is an important factor when designing a user-centred
 information seeking study. White and Iivonen argue that users' information
 requests are not only 'expressions of the information needs raised by information
 problems' but also that 'the way in which they are formulated... provides insights
 into the individual's understanding of the problem and of the information
 necessary to address it' (White and Iivonen 2001: 723). When there is no
 immediate objective behind the information seeking task it is less likely 'to
 reflect the "subjects" actual semantic reasoning of their problem-solving in these
 tasks' (Yang 1997: 77).

Users' information needs have been recognised as an influential factor in the
 information seeking process and specifically in relation to the effort and time
 users tend to invest (Jacobson and Fusani 1992), the number of searches
 generated, the amount of motivation, the challenge to and interest of users, are
 elements that may equally influence overall success rates in finding the needed
 information (Bilal 2002: 1176-1180). Despite that, the most common limitation
 of Web information seeking studies has been the controlled environment in
 which information seeking takes place, based on simulated rather than real
 information needs. Instead of observing users in natural settings with 'real
 information needs related to tasks at hand rather than hypothetical questions
 based on topical interests' (Wang 1999: 67) in most user-centred information
 seeking studies users are recruited to perform a search without a task-related
 information need.

In Wang et al., although specific attention was given to the fact that 'the cognitive
 and holistic approaches of [sic] studying user behaviour require that researchers
 observe the real process as it happens' (Wang et al. 2000: 232) the searching
 questions were not equally based on real information needs. Similarly in
 Holscher and Strube (2000) the searching tasks were imposed with predefined,
 correct answers. In Jenkins et al., (2003) qualitative observational examination of
 information seeking although no direction was provided to the users in relation to
 the selection of Web search engines used specific tasks consisting of topics
 selected by the researchers were given to the participants. Finally, one of the
 characteristics of research conducted by Hawk & Wang (1999) Hargittai (2002)
 and Navarro-Prieto et al., (1999) was the controlled environment of the searches
 based on topics which once again were imposed by the researchers and therefore
 did not express any real information need.

As the above research shows, the emphasis on information need has remained
 only theoretical while evident signs of the until recently predominantly
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 quantitative paradigm (simulated tasks and predefined answers) are still present
 in the design of even the most comprehensive studies of Web information
 seeking (although, ironically, the qualitative paradigm has been dominant in
 studies of non-Web information seeking behaviour). There is an urgent need for
 more studies that concentrate on users' information need as well as the purposes
 behind the specific interaction. The answer can be given by reversing the typical
 role of the researcher and that of the observed user. With users selecting,
 describing and choosing their information seeking topics instead of researchers
 imposing them and looking for objectively correct answers richer information
 about the ways in which users search for, locate, identify, select and process
 information on the Internet can be obtained. The value of information after all
 depends on the specific situation and it relates to the information needs of the
 particular individual.

Foci of interest in Web information seeking research

User-centred research emphasises the importance of holistic approaches to the
 study of information seeking behaviour (Wang et al. 2000; Bilal 2000; Kari &
 Savolainen 2001). A holistic study of information seeking behaviour recognises
 the multidimensional nature of information seeking and attempts to uncover the
 dynamic phenomena that take place during that process. The researcher has to
 view information seeking as a process of construction through which the user's
 experience becomes a critical component for analysis. A holistic view of the
 user's experience concentrates not simply on the physical dimensions of
 information seeking (ways of acting) but also incorporates the interplay of
 cognitive (ways of thinking) and affective (ways of feeling) factors. Significant
 also are the social situational aspects of information seeking (Kuhlthau 1993:
 344). As Wilson emphasizes, the individual is not merely 'driven to seek
 information for cognitive ends but as living and working in social settings, which
 create their own motivations to seek information' (Wilson 1981: 10).

Users' Web information seeking behaviour has been examined with little attempt
 to incorporate the physical, cognitive and affective aspects in the same research
 schema. As a result, individual studies investigate only a fraction of the elements
 that play a significant role in Web information seeking and, therefore, can offer
 only limited understanding and knowledge of the totality of user's experience. In
 addition, there is little homogeneity in terms of the point of view from which
 specific aspects of users are examined across studies (e.g., Web versus system
 experience, or different cognitive style and ability dimensions). This diversity of
 foci creates a barrier to understanding Web information seeking more holistically
 because it allows fewer comparisons between studies. Given the complexity of
 the phenomenon there is an urgent need for establishing a theoretical framework
 in user-centred studies on which future research may be based to create a more
 homogeneous picture of users' information seeking behaviour.

The discussion that follows concentrates on the most frequently examined factors
 that have been considered as fundamental in the process of information seeking
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 attempting to show the diversity of areas explored. Specific problems
 encountered in the methods and measures used are discussed and suggested
 solutions are provided. Particular attention has been given to user experience and
 cognitive characteristics which inter alia (e.g., affective state of user, domain
 knowledge and type of task) have been considered by research as significant
 factors affecting Web information seeking. Finally, attention is also given to the
 socio-cultural point of view, which challenges the assumptions made by
 cognitive research; this is an equally promising area for future studies.

User experience

Research suggests that changes in information seeking behaviour occur as a result
 of increased experience of using the Web. This notion has led to the study of the
 behavioural features of users who have different levels of Web expertise.

Several studies address differences in information seeking between novice and
 expert Web users. In a study conducted by Lazonder et al. (2000) it was found
 that experts scored more highly than novice users and they appeared to be more
 proficient in using search engines. Similarly, Saito & Miwa (2001) concluded
 that experience affects information seeking behaviour on the Web as significant
 differences between expert and novice users were found in relation to solution
 time, the number of pages searched and the types of pages accessed. Holscher &
 Strube (2000) found that novice users showed the highest proportion of query-
reformulations but they made only small and ineffective changes to their queries
 which made them reiterate repeatedly while other research has showed that less
 experienced users tend to link heavily (Fidel et al. 1999; Palmquist & Kim 2000).

As can be seen, the amount of experience that a user has acquired has often been
 established as a criterion of determining the level of expertise of a user. Limited
 experience is usually connected to novice users while the more experienced users
 are referred to as more expert. The assumption is that the more experience users
 have acquired the more efficient, sophisticated and systematic their information
 seeking strategies and tactics are. Yet the more studies on the effects of
 experience on Web information seeking are undertaken, the more variant the
 definitions of Web expertise are. In the study of Holscher & Strube, mentioned
 above, expertise was defined as 'the knowledge and skills necessary to utilize the
 WWW and other Internet resources successfully to solve information problems'
 (Holscher & Strube 2000: 338) and all experts were Internet professionals with at
 least three years of intensive experience with the Internet and daily use as a
 source of information. In Lazonder et al., novice users 'had worked with the
 WWW for less than 10 hours and considered themselves proficient in more than
 4 of 12 Internet facilities', while on the other hand, experts 'had over 50 hours of
 WWW experience' and 'their self-reported proficiency ranged from 8 to 12'
 (Lazonder et al. 2000: 578). In Palmquist & Kim (2000), experience was defined
 as more than two years of online search experience and it was related to the use
 of online databases in general.
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Hence, the notion of expertise versus novice has dominated information seeking
 studies to such a degree, that the terms have been used without particular
 attention to the meanings they convey and without readily available definitions as
 to what expertise really means. As a result of that, despite the undeniable effect
 of experience on information seeking, not all researchers approach the issue of
 experience from the same point of view, and there is still an urgent need to
 clarify the borderline that divides expert from novice.

In addition to the dichotomous (expert and novice) notion of experience, there is
 also a lack of homogeneity in the approaches dealing with the level of experience
 examined across studies. For example, reported research shows that experience
 of using the Web is not the only layer of experience that has been examined in
 the field of Web information seeking. System experience (which includes the
 various tools and searching technology) may also influence users' preferences for
 specific features of the system (Hill & Hannafin 1997) and can impact on the
 information retrieval result, especially when the user adopts a searching rather
 than a browsing approach (Hill 1997; Nahl 1998; Lazonder et al. 2000; Wang et
 al. 2000). Inadequate system knowledge can transform the search for information
 into a time-consuming process that increases the cognitive load on the user, while
 increased experience can positively affect the quality of the user's searching
 tactics.

Clearly, there is more than one level of experience that can influence Web
 information seeking. On the macro-level, attention may be given to user's general
 experience and familiarity with computers, and the degree that a user understands
 how computer systems work, their advantages and limitations. For example,
 earlier studies on traditional information retrieval systems have demonstrated that
 the more computer experience users have the more analytical searching strategies
 they use (Campagnoni & Erlich 1989; Jacobson & Fusani 1992). On the middle
 level, the experience of users in navigating the Web and their ability to recognise
 the functionality and the limitations of the Web as a tool for locating information
 (Web experience) may be significant. Finally, on the micro-level, emphasis may
 be given to user's experience in employing specific Web information retrieval
 systems. This level of knowledge includes awareness of the various features,
 searching rules, options and tools available in the system(s) selected.

Most studies prefer to concentrate only on the middle level of experience, which
 may not always consist of an adequate set of variables. When studying Web
 information seeking with a focus on Web information retrieval systems, for
 example, the micro-level of experience might be more appropriate, as it
 incorporates all other levels of experience. This is because before using an
 information retrieval system on the Web, users have already acquired computer
 experience, as computer skills are needed to access the Web; they have also
 obtained experience in navigating the Web, as following links and browsing are
 parts of searching. Thus, before designing a Web information seeking study that
 deals with the effects of experience it is first important to consider the
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 appropriateness of the level of experience used and its suitability for the nature
 and specificity of the study.

Differences in cognitive style and ability

Cognitive styles and abilities' theories are highly valued for their explanation of
 individual differences in the Web environment, and have been 'favoured by the
 hypermedia research community because they have a long, tested history and are
 easy to administer' (Palmquist 2001). Psychologists have long been attempting to
 construct criteria, which are as objective, consistent and valid as possible, for
 classifying and predicting human behaviour in relation to information processing
 and the learning process. Such criteria can assist in gaining an insight into
 individual differences and in predicting behavioural patterns in specific situations
 and conditions such as the ones created in the interactive, dynamic environment
 of the Web.

Cognitive style

Cognitive style refers to a person's characteristic mode of operation or behaviour,
 'the habitual and preferred way of doing a cognitive task' or 'the individual's
 characteristic and self-consistent modes of functioning in cognitive activities'
 (Wang et al. 2000: 236). Cognitive style shows 'relatively stable patterns of
 information processing that are displayed by an individual' (Dillon & Watson
 1996: 627), which can include processes such as thinking, remembering or
 problem solving when moving towards a particular goal (Kim 1997).

Findings from research suggest that users with different cognitive styles develop
 different strategies and tactics when seeking information on the Web (Kim 1997;
 Navarro-Prieto et al. 1999; Hawk and Wang 2000; Kim 2000; Palmquist and
 Kim 2000; Wang et al. 2000). Although information seeking depends on the
 operation of the same basic cognitive processes, not every person exhibits similar
 information seeking tactics. Information seeking behaviour is highly variable
 because it is associated with elements or characteristics that are significantly
 different from one individual to the other:

 Some people are highly tolerant of ambiguity and uncertainty, whereas
 others demand specificity and completeness. Likewise, some enjoy social
 interactions and adopt information-seeking patterns that maximise
 interactions with colleagues or experts, whereas others prefer the challenge
 of personal discovery and immerse themselves in books or electronic
 systems (Marchionini 1995: 72).

Dimensions of cognitive style in relation to Web searching have been measured in
 the past by standard tests, but, usually those tests have presented only a fraction
 of the elements that play a significant role in the searching process. The most
 frequently examined cognitive style on the Web has been that of the Field-
Dependent versus the Field Independent Internet user, measured by the
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 Embedded Figures Test (Witkin et al. 1971), which can reveal significant
 cognitive style tendencies in the individual, like his or her analytical ability in the
 visual environment of the Web. In a study conducted by Kim (1997), for
 instance, Field-dependent individuals chose tools that were salient but not
 necessarily useful for completing the information searching task, used Home
 keys more often and tended to be distracted easily. The Field-Independent
 participants, on the other hand, performed efficient searches, and used active and
 analytic searches more often; Problem-style also affected the search strategies
 followed by users and the tools used. In two following studies, Kim (2000) and
 Palmquist and Kim (2000) investigated the effects of cognitive style and online
 experience on forty-eight undergraduate university students' search performance
 and choice of search tools on the Web. Among searchers with little or no online
 search experience, cognitive style was an influential factor in search performance
 and usage of search tools. Field-dependent individuals spend more time
 searching and followed more steps in searching than the Field-independent
 searchers. However, this was not the same for individuals with substantial online
 search experience, as cognitive style had no significant effects among them.

Other dimensions of cognitive style have also been examined, but not extensively,
 in the field of Web information seeking. Ford & Miller (1996), for instance,
 using Riding's Cognitive Styles Analysis measured wholist versus analytic and
 verbaliser versus imager cognitive styles. They concluded that verbalisers
 suffered from information overload and anxiety, sought guidance and avoided
 unplanned browsing. Whitmire (2003) collected data in relation to
 epistemological beliefs, reflective judgment, and information seeking behaviour.
 Participants were categorised into absolute believers and transitional believers,
 as well as into two categories of reflective judgment levels, pre-reflective and
 quasi-reflective thinkers. Absolute believers selected information sources
 consistent with their own views and asked authority figures. Transitional
 believers used criteria to evaluate a Website such as looking at the URL and
 assessing the institutional affiliation of the author of the site, and welcomed
 contradicting information. Pre-reflective thinkers often selected the first hits
 returned by a search engine and they did not use many criteria for judging the
 relevance of a Website. Quasi-reflective thinkers on the other hand, looked at the
 URLs of a Website to determine its origin, were more sceptical about the
 information encountered and could recognize authoritative sites.

Cognitive ability

Individual differences in abilities describe a person's peak performance and 'are
 usually considered beneficial' in contrast to cognitive style, which 'simply
 denotes a tendency to behave in a certain manner' and describes a 'personality
 dimension which influences attitudes, values, and social interaction' (Kearsley
 2003). Kim and Allen define cognitive abilities as the 'factors that contribute to
 intelligence' and influence search performance in a variety of information
 systems (Kim and Allen 2002: 110). Similarly, as Dillon & Watson (1996)
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 emphasise, a core number of basic cognitive abilities have been reliably and
 validly identified, and these cognitive abilities influence the performance of
 specific tasks in predictable ways.

Attempts to isolate individual cognitive abilities are generally based on the
 production of standard aptitude tests, which measure different aspects of
 intellectual aptitude at performing particular cognitive tasks (spatial, language,
 logical ability). Previous research in interactive environments, for example, has
 associated spatial ability with user's performance in navigating on the Internet
 and has concentrated on the improvement of user interface design and, in
 particular, on a more effective presentation of search engines' results, which
 could offer easier user navigation. As Kauwell et al. point out, 'search results
 appear as lengthy lists of text and links, in a traditional format' and 'search
 engines and their interfaces are technology driven and lack user-centred design to
 enhance our ability to process information' (Kauwell et al. 2000). The same idea
 has been recognised by other research conducted with the aim to improve
 information visualisation in relation to Web information retrieval (Lin 1997;
 Nation et al. 1998; Spink et al. 1999). Linear displays of information do not
 correspond to users' mental models and hardly provide any cognitive assistance
 or perpetual clues to assist in navigation. The result of that is an inability on the
 part of the user to locate the needed information and increasing cognitive load.

Language ability has been related to the effective use of complex and more
 efficient formulation of information requests. Because most information
 currently on the Web is presented in the form of text, language comprehension
 becomes a typical activity in most search tasks. Reading text, reviewing the
 results, and retrieving the home pages all involve language comprehension (Fang
 & Salvendy 2000: 918). In addition, language ability is important because
 information seeking involves formulating and posting queries that ideally should
 express the information need of the user. It can influence the ways in which
 inductive inferences and associations between words are made which determines
 the use of Boolean queries and the syntax used when searching for information.
 Hsieh-Yee (1998), for instance, found that verbal fluency, measured by word
 association tests during search sessions on the Web, was significantly related to
 search success. However, more research on this cognitive ability is needed to
 confirm its impact on Web information seeking.

Some studies have also emphasised the importance of logical reasoning in
 information retrieval, which has been connected to user's ability to retrieve better
 information retrieval results (Teitelbaum-Kronish 1984). However, not enough
 experimentation has been carried out with the purpose of studying the impact of
 logical ability on Web information seeking. Despite that, 'logic provides a rich
 and uniform framework in which Information Retrieval can be modelled. The
 ability of logical approaches to give rise to more general Information Retrieval
 models is promising' (Losada & Barreiro 2001: 247).

Limitations
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The recognition of individual differences is increasingly becoming an important
 consideration in Web user information seeking studies. However, the concept of
 confining individual style and ability into a defined number of restricted
 categories is an issue that raises a lot of controversy, especially among
 psychologists, who have often expressed serious doubts over the validity and
 reliability of the oversimplified classifications used in various instruments
 (Sewall 1986). Moreover, psychological tests of personality and ability examine
 multifarious individual characteristics, which means that when different
 instruments are used, generalisations across studies cannot be easily made. With
 all these existing personality theories it is difficult to distinguish which one(s)
 can predict user information searching behaviour and information retrieval
 performance.

In the context of Internet searching in particular, with the constant proliferation of
 many new and different search tools this problem becomes even more serious;
 the result is that personality is considered as an incomplete variable in
 determining user behaviour and thus of little use when designing Internet
 information retrieval systems. On the other hand, situational and task effects are
 considered to be more predictive of system acceptance and use (Ross & Nisbett
 1991). As Doyle et al. explain:

...the strongest predictor of behavior is often the environment or situation in
 which the behavior occurs. For example, although some people are more
 introverted than others, everyone acts as if they are introverted during a
 church service. Thus, in the view of social and cognitive psychologists,
 although individual differences exist, their practical significance is
 questionable since their effects are so often overwhelmed by other cognitive
 and situational factors. (Doyle et al. 1997: 6)

However, a lot of work that has to be done before any of these cognitive theories
 can be dismissed as inappropriate. Specific abilities and styles can be an
 important factor in influencing specific tasks. Understanding of why different
 persons search information in different ways is vital before designing
 information retrieval systems and offering appropriate user support. To achieve
 this, studies will have to draw on previous research, extend, consolidate, integrate
 previous findings and re-examine carefully cognitive elements that may play a
 significant role in the online information seeking process in a more systematic
 and methodical way. A better understanding of the link, connections and
 interactions between specific cognitive styles, abilities, and particular tasks of
 information searching should be established. In addition, different kinds of users
 in various contexts and settings, should be explored so that search behaviour can
 be more holistically understood and results can be generalised. As Borgman et al.
 put it, addressing these issues:

 ...we need to understand more about which aspects of searching behavior
 are universal and which are situation-specific, if we are to design
 information systems to serve an increasingly heterogeneous user population
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 with increasingly diverse sets of information needs. (Borgman et al. 1996:
 581)

The socio-cultural perspective

Web information seeking research has recently started challenging the cognitive
 point of view by concentrating on the contextual and social factors that drive
 information seeking behaviour. A central idea in this approach is the social
 nature of knowledge, expressed through the belief that 'tools, concepts, meaning,
 information structures, information needs, and relevance criteria are shaped in
 discourse communities... in which an ordered and bounded communication
 process takes place (Hjørland 2000: 258). With this approach we are not
 concerned with mental models but with 'knowledge, (pre)understanding, theories,
 paradigms, and epistemologies' (261):

The cognitive view tends to psychologize the epistemological issues (to study
 knowledge by studying the individual), but what is needed is the socio-
cognitive view, which tends to epistemologize psychological issues (to see
 individual knowledge in a historical, cultural, and social perspective)
 (Hjørland 2000: 268)

From this perspective, information seeking is not seen as an activity, which is
 isolated from social and cultural structures and phenomena. The power of social
 influence is demonstrated through the notion that information seeking is itself a
 social praxis, which fulfils a specific role in the larger social reality. In order to
 understand information seeking it is important to analyse the social context
 within which it takes place. As Bates emphasises:

...we are a very social species and draw much learning and experience from
 such social interactions. For most people, most of the time, information-
related behavior consists of absorbing and using the learning and
 information that comes our way during the course of our daily lives. (Bates
 2002: 4)

Further to that, the individual is driven to seek information not solely because of a
 cognitive need but also because of the necessity to satisfy affective needs, created
 by living and working in social settings (Wilson 1981: 9-10). A wider socio-
cultural view of information seeking accepts that 'each person is situated in a
 context that at any given instant influences all actions, including information
 seeking' (Marchionini 1995: 34). The image of the information seeker secluded
 from the external environment is far from reality (Ehrlich & Cash 1994).
 Individuals 'seek information by communicating with members of their
 communities; they look not only for materials and specific answers, but for
 corroboration, new interpretations, and new methods of finding information'
 (Levy and Marshall, 1995: 80).

Acknowledging the impact of the social environment, empirical studies have
 stressed the importance of the social informatics view of user-system interaction
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 by concentrating explicitly on the role of collaborative behaviour in information
 retrieval in specific organisational settings and digital libraries (Karamuftuoglu,
 1998; Fidel, et al. 2000; Sonnenwald & Pierce 2000; Talja 2002; Bruce et al.
 2003; Prekop 2002). In addition, social impact has been examined through the
 study of information seeking within different contexts and with focus on specific
 user domains (Jenkins et al. 2003). The Internet is now seen more as a social
 technology, where collective experiences of contemporary media perceptions
 may have an impact on individual views (Bruce 1999). It is also perceived as a
 universal information environment, an 'ecosystem of subcultures' (Healy 1997),
 in which information behaviour is characterised by wider cross-cultural
 differences (White & Iivonen 2001; Spink et al. 2002).

Nevertheless, implications of social and cultural elements for Web information
 seeking behaviour, specifically, have not been investigated as extensively as the
 impact of cognition and learning. It seems that there has been little effort
 expended to explain how social influence is demonstrated through particular
 strategies, tactics and behavioural patterns followed by users. While the social
 dimensions of information seeking are emphasised theoretically, there is a dearth
 of practical explanatory studies that include sufficient detail of the environment
 and its impact on specific choices of action. The issue has not been investigated
 to a such degree that we can develop a clear idea of how social factors affect
 Web information seeking.

In particular, we know little about how information seeking behaviour may
 develop through knowledge attained from social relationships, participation and
 communication with others and how identity and culture, in other words, socially
 situated practice (Lueg 2000) may influence human behavioural patterns. Most
 of the Web information seeking research, which stresses social dimensions, deals
 with issues of knowledge, skills and competencies of users, and there is a paucity
 of comprehensive studies dealing with causal relationships between information
 seeking and the common ideas, habitual practices and tactics of people who
 'constitute a 'thought or discourse community' (Hjørland & Albrechtsen 1995:
 400).

Studying the social aspect of Web information seeking begins with the
 recognition that users are 'driven not simply by a set of internal goals and
 cognitive processes, but by the social setting in which people find themselves, by
 the action of others, individually and collectively, and by the social nature of the
 work being conducted and the goals sought' (Munro et al. 1999: 16). To date, the
 social dimensions of Web information seeking have not been studied
 methodically. The social cognition perspective is one of the most challenging and
 promising areas for further research.

Conclusions

During the last decade the Web has experienced continuous rates of growth to
 become an important information resource accessible to an increasing number of
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 people, who use it daily both for retrieving and disseminating information. The
 result is that as the number of available Web information retrieval systems and
 their use is proliferating, knowledge and understanding of users' information
 seeking becomes increasingly significant.

Although the Web has been described as 'a unique searching environment that
 necessitates further and independent study' (Jansen and Pooch 2000: 244), Web
 information seeking research still suffers from the lack of a consistent
 methodological approach. As this review has shown, a plethora of different
 approaches have been followed across Web information seeking studies, the
 majority of which are characterized by inconsistencies and limitations in method
 that have to be resolved so that comparisons across studies can be allowed.

There is a need to study different aspects of users holistically so that Web
 information seeking can be interpreted in a more comprehensive way. This can
 be achieved by focusing on a wide variety of different elements, which include
 not only users' internal characteristics but also exogenous or contextual factors.
 As Bates explains '...the study of information seeking will never be complete
 until we integrate the social levels with the underlying ones' (Bates 2002: 3). It is
 important that individual Web information seeking behaviour is studied from all
 its multiple facets, such as experience, information need, affective and cognitive
 characteristics, and socially and culturally determined traits. The multi-faceted
 approach focuses on more than one aspect of the user and attempts to offer a
 more comprehensive approach to the study of information seeking and the forces
 that act upon it.
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